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Little Known Woman Held Important Place Among Civil War Strategists

Anna Carroll of Maryland Is Revealed as Genius Behind Many of Lincoln’s Plans

By Mary Carter Roberts.

My Dear Lady


It would appear from this book that no field of history can ever be considered a closed chapter. There always will be unswerving glimpses of old events, which the most thorough research has already discovered. Oddly enough, it is the pictures of the past that are startling and that make little known women doing great things in a great day. Actually, the author of this book was a woman who did not live long enough to learn of her own importance as a strategist. Her research and her researches has been done by Marjorie Stoneman Greens,

Dear Reader,

Mrs. Greens's volume is a revealing one of a woman's work, of which that of Mrs. Greens is the best example of the type. It is a loving story of the part of the Civil War in which Mrs. Greens took part, and it is written in a way that makes it possible for the present generation to appreciate the scope and magnitude of the war.

Mrs. Greens's narrative is a revealing one of a woman's work, not only of the Civil War, but of her life and of her love for the country. She was a woman who did not live long enough to learn of her own importance as a strategist. Her research and her researches has been done by Mrs. Greens.

The English novelist's literary style distinguishes his autobiography, "Final Edition."

Public Library Has Many Good Autobiographies

Perhaps no other medium in life is capable of portraying the story of a person's life as effectively as a well-written autobiography. Such a volume, besides being a tale of the past, is also a living testament to the present and future. Mrs. Greens's work is a masterpiece of the genre, and it is a book that will be enjoyed by all who appreciate fine literature.

In her part, Mrs. Greens brought to the reader an excellent glance at the life of Mrs. Greens. The reader is able to see how Mrs. Greens lived, what she did, and how she accomplished her goals. The book is a revealing one of a woman's work, not only of the Civil War, but of her life and of her love for the country.

In the pages of Mrs. Greens's book, readers will find a rich tapestry of stories that will keep them engaged from beginning to end. The book is a revelation of a woman's work, not only of the Civil War, but of her life and of her love for the country.

THE END

Mumford Prescription to Strengthen Democracy

Smacks of Fascism

Fine Literary Work Proposes Measures More in Nature Of Vaccine Than Tonic

By Philip H. Lowe.

For Living


Mumford's latest book has been a great success, for it is a work of its kind. It is a book of thought, and it is a book of action. It is a work of its kind, and it is a work of action.

The book is a revealing one of a woman's work, not only of the Civil War, but of her life and of her love for the country.

The book is a revealing one of a woman's work, not only of the Civil War, but of her life and of her love for the country.